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1. INTRODUCTION

The “White Book of Institutional Intelligence in Universities” will be the result of a collaborative effort of a cross-functional team uniting more than twenty persons from the Higher Education sector across eight countries, representing several different roles: management, administration, faculty, external government entities, specialized consultants, etc.

The goal of the book is to serve as a reference for institutions willing to acquire or evolve the institutional intelligence capability. The book tries to answer the most common questions any institution has to face when approaching institutional intelligence, for example:

- What is institutional intelligence and why should I care?
- What are the benefits? What are the risks?
- How does “success” look like?
- How should institutional intelligence be organized? Who are the stakeholders? What is their role and required level of involvement?
- How should the complex informational landscape of a higher education institution be approached?
- How is maturity in the institutional intelligence area measured? What are its most important aspects?
- What is the current state of the art? What are the expected short term innovations?
- What lessons can be learnt from institutions with successful institutional intelligence initiatives?

The English version of the book is due in late 2013 and will be freely distributed in electronic form.

2. CONTENTS OF THE PRESENTATION

In this talk we will present a summary of the contents and main conclusions of the book, as well as the lessons learnt during the project:

- **Part 1: Presentation of the “white book” project.** In this part, the project will be outlined, its main goals and guidelines presented, accompanied by some lessons learnt during the process.
- **Part 2: Data as a strategic institutional asset - Institutional Intelligence.** In the second part of the presentation, the concept of institutional intelligence will be presented, as well as its organizational implications and its current and short term expected results.
Part 3: Institutional Intelligence Maturity Model & Case Studies. In this last part, a new institutional intelligence maturity model, specifically designed from scratch by “BI in HE” practitioners involved in the project, will be presented, along with the three “case studies” featured in the book, representing three Universities which have already traveled a long route towards institutional intelligence excellence.
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